Abstract-We optimize linear space-time codes fur the case when the receiver uses successive cancellation decoding. Specifically, the proposed codes minimize the perfect cancellation bound on word errnr probability, which assumes error-free cancellation of previously detected symbols. Assuming perfect cancellation, we prove that to minimize the error probability in each stage of decoding, the encoding matrix must have orthogonal columns, regardless of the channel matrix.
I. INTRODUCTION
The performance of communication systems operating over multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) fading channels depends strongly on the type of decoder employed. Decoders that minimize error probability (for example, sphere decoders), have high computational complexity when the number of channel inputs is large. One low-complexity alternative is the class of successive cancellation (SC) decoders, popularized by the V-BLAST architecture [2] . SC decoders detect one symbol in every stage of decoding, after cancelling the contribution of already detected symbols and nulling out the interference from other undetected symbols.
Over fading channels, SC decoders have low diversity order [2], leading to poor performance at high signal-to-noise energy ratio (SNR). One method to improve the diversity order is to use space-time codes at the transmitter. Generalized layered space-time (LST) codes [6] divide the transmit antennas into groups, each of which is independently spacetime encoded. Correspondingly, successive cancellation is extended so that each stage detects an entire space-time coded group instead of just one transmit symbol.
An ahemative method, which is the focus of this paper, is to use linear dispersion codes [I] at the transmitter. Symbolby-symbol successive cancellation is run on the effective channel formed by the combination of the linear space-time code and the underlying MIMO channel. If the cancellation of past (detected) symbols is correct, this amounts to transmitting each input symbol across a scalar additive noise channel, allowing one to employ AWGN channel This research was supported by in pm National Science Foundation gaatsCCR-0082329 andCCRalZ1565.
architectures. Thus, one can transmit uncoded QAM symbols or use a near-capacity code in every stage. In practice, cancellation from past stages is error-prone. However, assuming error-free cancellation gives the useful perfect cancellation (PC) bound on actual performance. The PC bound is a decreasing function of the effective SNR at each stage, which in turn depends strongly on the random channel matrix and the encoding matrix used by the space-time code.
We show that to maximize the effective SNR at each stage (and hence minimize the PC bound), the encoding matrix must have orthogonal columns. Remarkably, this holds for every realization of the channel matrix, irrespective of the coding architecture used at each stage, or of the average SNR. Unfortunately, getting the optimum orthogonal-column encoding matrix is an open problem. One possible candidate, though not necessarily optimal, is the recently developed linear complex field codes [8][9], which achieve full rate and full diversity with sphere decoding.
Assuming that the encoding matrix has been chosen, for every coding architecture one can compute the PC bound on the error probability by averaging over the random channel matrix. The average PC bound depends on the bit and energy distributions among the various stages, as well as the average SNR of operation. Consequently, the average PC bound on error probability can be minimized by optimally distributing the total number of bits and the total energy per block among the inputs to different stages. When no space-time code is used (as in the V-BLAST transmitter), optimal bit and energy loading has been done in [31 for uncoded QAM transmission on each stage. Subsequently, in [4] (see also [5] ), an upper bound to the word error probability was used to optimize allocations for uncoded QAM transmission using Alamoutibased GLST space-time codes.
However, the techniques of [3] and [4] do not extend directly to any general linear space-time code. To compute the average PC bound, one requires the distribution of effective SNR at every stage. Unfortunately, the distribution is strongly dependent on the encoding matrix, and is difficult to obtain in closed form. In this paper, we propose to circumvent this problem by empirically obtaining discrete approximations of the necessary distribution. The empirical approximation needs to be obtained only once for every encoding matrix, and can be re-used for optimization at different SNR. 
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where we have defined the block diagonal matrix H , and n is the composite noise vector. Substituting the encoding tule (2) in the above and defining G = H M, we get the relation
Given H, the successive cancellation (SC) decoding algorithm is based on the so-called QL decomposition G = QL, where Q has orthonormal columns and L is a K x K lower triangular matrix with real, non-negative diagonal entries. The decomposition can be done, for example, using Gram Schmidt otthonormalization of the columns of G. Now, the SC algorithm obtains the effective received vector y' = Q%. Substituting for y from (4) and using Q"G = L, we get
where we have define the effective noise vector n' = QHn. The orthonormality of the columns of Q ensures that the elements of n' are independent complex Gaussians of variance No. SC detection proceeds in K stages. In the ith stage, the decoder obtains the slicer inputr; according to
where ly denotes the (i, j)"l entry of L. Then z; is used to obtain the i" symbol decision 2; using the conventional AWGN channel model zi = lipi + nil. Starting from the first stage i = 1, note that past decisions G j are always available for cancellation in (6) .
THE PERFECT CANCELLATION BOUND AND OPTIMALITY OF ORTHOGONAL ENCODING MATRICES
We now derive an upper bound for the word error probability under successive cancellation for a given value of the random channel matrix H. Let Ei denote the event that there is an error in the ith stage, namely that C i L U;, and let C; denote the complementary event 2; = ui. It is easy to see that Pr(u * u l H ) = EPr(E;,Ci.l ,..., CIIH) =
By neglecting the second term in each product above, we get the perfect cancellation (PC) bound
Each term on the right hand side is the probability of error in the ith stage, assuming error-free cancellation of symbols from previous stages. Under the assumption, the scaled AWGN channel model zi = lip; + ni' holds. Since U ; has unit average energy, the effective SNR at stage i is li?/Na. The effective SNR at various stages -and hence the PC bound on decoding -depends on the choice of the encoding matrix M. We now show that to maximize the effective SNR, M should have orthogonal columns. Let the QL decomposition of M be M = PK, where P has orthonormal columns and the lower triangular matrix K has non-negative diagonal entries. For a given channel matrix H, let the QL decomposition of H P he QL'. Then, it is easy to show that the unique QL decomposition of H M = H P K is QL'K. In particular, L = L'K and the diagonal entries lii which determine the PC hound (8) are given by li; = lj;'kii. To maximize the effective SNR, one needs to maximize kii under the energy constraint llK1l7 = llMllg = 1. Clearly, this is done by concentrating all the energy on the diagonal of K. When K is diagonal, the columns of M are proportional to the orthonormal columns of P and are therefore orthogonal, proving the following result. 
IV. OPTIMIZATION OF BlT AND ENERGY ALLOCATIONS
In this section, we will assume that the matrix P in M = P D is fixed, and discuss ways of minimizing the average PC bound by optimally distributing data rate and energy among the various inputs to the space-time code. First, we will change notation slightly and let H P = Q L . Now, the perfect cancellation assumption yields an effective AWGN channel in stage i, whose error probability Pr(EilCi_l, ..., C1, E) depends on the bit rate b; and the effective SNR Si = Eili?/No = NSE;ljiz (using l/No = NS). Averaging over H amounts to averaging over lii, giving
The error function g(bi, Si) quantifies the variation of error probability with hit rate b; and effective S N R Si, and depends on the architecture used. For example, if each transmit symbol ui were independently drawn from a square QAM constellation and detected by conventional slicing, the error function is closely approximated by For brevity, we will hereafter focus on uncoded square-QAM transmission. To obtain the average PC bound (9), we need to average the error function (10) over lii. Getting a closed form expression for the probability density function of Zii is a difficult open problem. Instead, we suggest a discrete numerical approximation. For a given trial value of the channel matrix H, the value of lii is computed, and rounded off to the nearest discrete value in a finite set L. Given a sufficient number of randomly generated trial values of H and a sufficiently large set L, the discrete pdf on L so obtained, sayp;(l ), closely approximates the unknown pdf of 1;;.
Using the discrete approximation to average out the perfect cancellation bound (9), we get the approximate PC bound on Pr(e #U), namely
The approximate PC bound depends on the distribution of the bit rates { b ; } and energies { E i } , setting up the following optimization problem. 
We propose the following numerical solution.
Step 1. From the matrix P, use Monte Carlo simulation to obtain the approximate discretized pdf of the effective scaling factor lii for all stages i = 1, 2, .. ., K.
Step 2. For all valid bit sequences { b i } with nonnegative even integer values summing to B, use standard constrained gradient descent to find the values of {Ei}, which minimize (12) while satisfying (13).
Step 3. Pick the combination of { b c } and { E t } that has the lowest average PC bound (12). Intuitively, since the first few stages typically have lower effective SNR, it is better to allocate lesser bit rate andlor higher energy to these. In particular, it is sometimes optimum to allocate zero bits to the first few symbols. This amounts to not using the corresponding inputs of the space-time code, or equivalently reducing the effective number of inputs and hence the rate of the space-time code. Thus, the bit-loading procedure described above also optimally trades off rate for diversity.
We emphasize that to optimize the hit and energy allocations, the transmitter needs to know only the statistical properties of the channel and not the channel itself. Also, though the optimization metric (13) depends on the SNR S , note that the numerical estimation of the pdf in Step 1 needs to be performed just once for every P, and can be re-used for optimization at different SNR.
Int. Zurich Seminar on Communications (IZS), Feb. [18] [19] [20] 2004 One final remark relates to detection order at the receiver. Though the transmitter is optimized assuming that the receiver does not do any ordering, the receiver can use its knowledge of the channel to obtain a detection order that reduces the probability of error. The V-BLAST ordering algorithm maximizes the lowest value of Zii among all the detection stages. However, taking the bit and energy allocation into account, we suggest that the symbol error probability g(bi, NSE;lii) from (10) should be optimized instead of Zii. To achieve this, the decoder should use lii to compute g(bi, NSEiZii) for all undetected symbols, and pick the symbol least susceptible error for subsequent detection.
v. SIMULATION RESULTS In this section, we present simulation results to illustrate the benefits of the design process described in this paper. We compare space-time codes transmitting 12 b/s/Hz over a 4-transmit, 4-receive antenna Rayleigh fading channel. We start with a linear complex field (LCF) code [9] of length N = 2 and K = 8 inputs per block, with parameters a = and fi = e'.' (see [9] for details). The encoding matrix has orthogonal columns and satisfies the optimality criterion in Theorem I. Without the bit-loading step, all the inputs to this code would be drawn from an 8-QAM alphabet and transmitted with equal energy. This leads to poor performance with SC at the receiver, as seen from the curve labeled "unoptimized" in Fig. 1 . However, optimization at SNR = 27.5 dB yields bit and energy allocations of {b:} = {0, 0, 0, 4, 4, 4, 6, 6) and {E,*} = {0, 0, 0, 0.2278, 0.1402, 0.1353, 0.2718, 0.2249).
respectively. Using the optimized allocations leads to a performance improvement of nearly 9 dB at 1% word error probability. Note that optimization leads to three zero bit allocations, thus reducing the rate of the space-time code to 5 1 2 from its original value of 8/2 = 4. The rate reduction results in increased diversity gain, as seen from the steeper error curve of the optimized code. We also compare the optimized LCF code with a layered space-time (LST) code consisting of two parallel Alamouti codes transmitting symbols from a unit-energy 64-QAM alphabet, so as to maintain a total data rate of 12 b/s/Hz. In every stage of successive cancellation decoding of the LST code, a group of two Alamouti-coded symbols is detected. Remarkably, the optimized LCF code outperforms the LST code by 4.5 dB, despite the fact that layered space-time code uses the more sophisticated group detection instead of symbol detection at every stage.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We optimized linear space-time codes for successive cancellation decoding. We showed that to maximize the effective SNR at every stage of SC decoding, the encoding matrix of the' space-time code should have orthogonal columns.. Further, given such an encoding matrix, we optimized the bit and energy distribution among the spacetime code inputs, so as to minimize the perfect cancellation bound on word error probability. The distributions necessary for optimization were estimated empirically. Simulation results showed the benefits of the bit and energy loading, which also implicitly determines the optimum rate of a linear space-time code at a given SNR and data rate. Further, the bitloading procedure can be extended to optimally design codes for other code architectures in each stage, and also to MMSEbased successive cancellation decoders.
